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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
------
About Myquiz V 3.0
------
@ by Metemet / Turkey

********************
ADDED FEATURES
********************
* Comment System

* BBcodes added to questions end answers.

* Getting questions from csv and txt files => so you can easily add more questions

* Exporting questions in csv and doc format

* Time limit for each quiz => You can set a time limit for quizes

* Random question block => that will show one random question from your question database
end this one question will be solvable in block

* More effective result page

* More usefull admin page

* Scorolling scores in scores block
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* Help file .added to admin page

* ...and more

*********************
EDITED PROBLEMS
*********************
* Theme problems solved

* Adding image end size problems solved

* Admin page bugs solved

* Language problems solved

* Block bugs solved

* ...and more
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* Adding image end size problems solved

* Admin page bugs solved

* Language problems solved

* Block bugs solved

* ...and more
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